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Home » Activities » Intermediate B1 There are a number of forms in the past and present, so it is suitable for a class that revises these structures. In addition, exercise could be used to introduce different forms and times. In this case, students should do exercises without pointing out the forms themselves, then analyze them. This approach can help
demystify an area that students often taste. Before class, prepare enough photocopies of the sheet for each student to have a copy. Ask the class the question below (If you have students who are already famous in the class for a particular characteristic, you can invoke it instead): Who do you think might be very sleepy today? Invite students to suggest
people and explain their reasons. Give a sheet and invite students to complete the sheet and work in pairs. If you're working with a new class, make sure they know the names of others. As students finish completing sentences, invite students to get up and take a walk to check their ideas with the people they named. Give them time and support the
discussion, but watch them closely. This will help you manage the next steps if you are using this exercise to introduce this area. To complete the exercise, ask the class how successful they were in guessing and elicit some interesting answers that they want to share. Download Language Level Home » Know The Subject » Teaching Knowledge Database
Courses Find an online teacher education course CAN/COULD/be able to must/must/would duty In this lesson, Jonny talks about what to do as a medical student. Language focus are modal verbs of duty and privilege. Hello, my name is Jonny and I'm a medical student. I want to be a doctor because I like helping people. Getting into medical school is kind of
hard. You can study very hard at school and you need to know a lot about science, you don't need to know about math or English, but you have to work hard for a few years. Now that I'm in med school, I can talk to people, I can take patients, I can take blood, but I can't do any surgeries or be alone with patients. I'm pretty far away in my medical school time
so I don't have a lot of free time, but I can still go to the gym, I can still play football with my friends and still play other sports and music like my free time. But I don't have much free time anymore and I also can't miss lessons because it's very important to go to all of them. Overall, I'm having a good time. What is your job and do you like it? If you are a
student, what job would you like to do, and why? 21. kello 17.16 · Many of us no longer have the opportunity to exchange ideas with colleagues in the sauspices. In this live session, we'll be looking for ways to support each other online. Back to source home page David Skivington202020-03-13T11:25:46+00:0013th March 2020| A British Council worksheet
with tips on how to describe photos and designed to introduce vocabulary associated with supermarket shopping. David Skivington2020-03-13T11:26:22+00:0013th March, 2020| British Council lessons designed to introduce vocabulary associated with shopping at david skivington supermarket2020-03-13T11:03:01+00:0013th March, 2020| British Council
lesson on Pancake Day and Pancake Day tradition. Includes recipe and printable and computer activities. David Skivington2020-02-26T13:59:55+00:0026th February, 2020| British Council lesson based on a short video with interactive exercises. The focus of this lesson is using the adversation frequency to describe the weekly routine. David Skivington2019-
10-12T20:40:56+01:0012th October, 2019| | British Council lessons with a printable curriculum and exercises that introduce vocabulary and structures to describe feelings. David Skivington2019-10-12T20:38:18+01:0012th October, 2019| | A lesson in British advice that shows how parents and carers can encourage a child to develop their maths skills. It also
gives practice in identifying some languages common to the math class. Includes printable exercises, lesson plan, and video. David Skivington2019-10-12T20:34:53+01:0012th October, 2019| | Lessons of the British Council for the Development of Vocabulary in connection with shopping. It provides practice in reading and writing shopping lists and using food
colostion. Includes a printable lesson and exercise plan. and video. David Skivington2019-10-12T20:31:25+01:0012th October, 2019| | Lessons of the British Council for the Development and Use of Vocabulary related to hospitals. Includes exercises in interactive or printable format. David Skivington2019-10-12T20:27:08+01:0012th October, 2019| | A
lesson from the British Council that helps students practice sayings and understand more. Home » English Grammar » Verbs fdrewaserera answered on 1 October, 2020 - 03:13 Hi How can I use gerund form and infinitive with go I found in the Cambridge dictionary that goes is used with ing when we talk about general activities that involve movement and if
activities have a clear beginning and end, then go + to-infinitive is used I also found on another dictionary that goes gurend used with activities and we don't use go to inf with activities In another dictionary we use go to inf move ot travel instead of for a specific purpose and they suggest we use shopping or fishing or dancing with go but why don't we use
shopping with go?and not say go to the store or go dancing ot go watch or go watch can explain how for me are the same , and I do not understand what these dictionaries mean. How do I know to distinguish between them and use them in the right way OlaIELTS answered on 20 September, 2020 - 22:26 Nigeria This is really interesting. Thanks. Timmy
Ferrer replied on 11 September, 2020 - 07:22 Philippines Hello! In this section I read that could not be a negative form must. In another source, he says there can also be no negative form of the same modal verb. Can I tell the difference? When can't I use them and can't use them? Thank you so much! Peter M. replied on 11 September, 2020 - 08:10 Poland
Hello Timmy Ferrer, Modal verbs have multiple uses and there is no one-to-one correlation between them when it comes to modal being used to express the negative meaning of another verb. The opposite must not be the case in one context; in another it might not be; in another it might not be. If you want to check if the two modals have the opposite
meaning, then we will be happy to help you, but you need to put modal in sentences to see which use is relevant. Peter LearnEnglish Team Timmy Ferrer replied on 14 September, 2020 - 01:23 Philippines Thank you very much for your reply. What about these examples? 1. You may not wear casual clothing at work. 2. You can not wear casual clothes at
work. 3. You do not need to wear casual clothes at work. Thank you again! Sunyoung1005 replied on 3 September, 2020 - 18:03 South Korea Candidates may not bring calculators to the examination room. - What makes him different from not allowed or not allowed? And is there any difference between can, can, could, in terms of current/future options?
LilyLinSZ replied on 21 August, 2020 - 04:08 Hong Kong, SAR Of China Hello! I have 3 questions: Question 1) To make a statement I am not an angel true, it is neither necessary nor sufficient that I should not be a member of the ensemble of angels. ---- is there meaning the word should? Question 2) If it rained last night, the match will be cancelled. ---- is
different from a must? Question 3) According to the grammar book, to make confident predictions about the present based on our knowledge or experience, we use will/won't: It's five o'clock. Janet will now be in Paris (a spokesperson believes this to be true). ---- My question is Could I use the must instead? Is there a difference in meaning? English Help
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